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'REPLACE BEANIES!' COUNCIL ORDERS
Xavier Signs Freedom Scroll

Senior Ed Nock receives his Freedom Bell button from senior
Bob Ort, crusading member of the Xavier Freedom Pledge Committee.
·
In co-operation with the Crusade for Freedom campaign, last
Thursday and Friday were set
aside for Xavier students to sign
the Freedom Scroll. The Student
Council conducted the· "roll-call
of democracy" in front of Bellarmine Chapel. Three hundred
twenty-seven students signed the
declaration. Donations were accepted for the purchase of radios
for Eastern Europe so that the
Voice of America might be extended; $11.27 was collected on
campus.
The Crusade for Freedom is a
"spiritual air-lift" designed to

give comfort and courage to the
enslaved people of the world. All
who signed the scroll proclaim
their belief in man's dignity and
right to freedom and announce
their determination to resist any
infringement upon that freedom
anywhere on earth.
The campaign has enlisted the
aid of national and local religous
and civic leaders. General Lucius
D. Clay is national chairman and
Fred Lazarus Ill, prominent Cincinnati business man, is in charge
of the local promotion of the
scroll.
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Fr. Maguire Speaker
At Bellarmine College
"An imperative need today is
for education that is integrally
. t' ,, v
R
d J
ery everen
ames
Ch ris ian,
F. Maguire, S. J., President of
.
Xavier, told the faculty and students of the newly-founded Bel. ·11e, K y.,
.
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Comparmg the opemng of the
.
f
new co11ege t o th e f ound mg o
our American Republic, Fr. Maguire said "By most of the
Founding Fathers of the American Republic, the historic import
of their meeting in' Philadelphia
and of ther Declaration of Independence, was completely
missed. Yet,' that immortal and
glorious instrument proved to be
the almost perfect flowering in
the political field of .17 centuries
and 67 generations of Christian
tradition and life."
In his address, Fr. Maguire also
stated th~t although America enjoys supreme military and political leadership in the United Nations of the world, her spiritual
leadership that was once felt to
the ends of the earth Is now be·

I

Council Puts Ho111eco111i11g Festivities
Rally Auel Dance
U ncler Chairmens Cacle And Kisner
To Feature Tea111 Plans for the "biggest and A drastic piece of legislation, at
Auel Furnish Dates best" Homecoming celebration least, was passed at Monday's
The first of a series of Peprally and Dance combinations for
football and basketball games
willl be held this Friday night,
in the Armory, according to Bob
Satzer and Paul Misali, Co-chairmen of the affair.
The Pep-rally will begin at
8: 30, with the coaches and players slated to be present. Jerry
Thole and his 12-piece Campus
Dixielanders will provide the
music for the dance, which will
begin immediately after the peprally, and will last until 12
o'clock.
Collegiennes .from Mount St.
Joseph and Our Lady of Cincinnati have been invited to participate in the spirit-raising, and the
whole affair promises to be a
festive one. Admission will be
.25 per person. Refreshments will
be served.

Freshman Class
Nominates 25 Men
For Council Posts
Twenty-five Freshmen were
nominated for class office at the
first general meeting the class
has had, held Monday. The prospective candidates were given
nomination blanks to be signed
by 10 seconds, who· must be
members of the freshman class.
The blanks are to be returned to
R ev. J · p et er B use h man, s . J.,
Dean of Freshmen, by Monday.
Students are permitted to second
only one nomination.
The general election for the
class officers will be held next
Thursday and Friday, ~""r. Buschman urged the Freshmen to attend all class meetings and to
vote at the election.
The names of elections winners
will be. announced during the
of the Xavier-LoulSlana Tech. game next
Saturday.
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Thomas Kellerher,. Vic Pa~quarella, Peter Fox, Richard Pizzofferato, Robert Goheen, James
McGrath, and Anthony Casale.

High Schools Enter
•
•
~alftim~ ~eremonies
Tw1rh11g Contest

Drum majors and majorettes
from 30 area high schools will
compete in a baton twirling contest between halves of the Xavier-Lawrence Tech. game, Saturday, Oct. 14, Prof. Joseph Link,
Jr., chairman of the sports attendance committee, announced
Wednesday.
.
Band and football team personnel, as well as seniors of the
competing high schools, will be
guests of Xavier. About 5,000,
from Greater Cincinnati, Hamilton and middletown schools, are
expected.
ing imperiled by the well-meaning very confused leaders who
can but point to the purely materialistic goal of a higher standard of living.
In conclusion Fr. Maguire expressed his hope that the students of the new college will
weaken the strong grip of deadly
secularist philosophy which
tends to lead our nation away
from its position of spiritual
leader amon1 the 1reat nations.

Victory Mass, Fatima
D
O
evotions 11 Saturday
There will be a victory mass
Saturday at 8:30 a. m. in Bellarmine Chapel to ask God's help
for a victory over the Miami
Redskins Saturday afternoon.
Rev. Frank T. Dietz, S. J., student cdunsellor, stressed that
Saturday is also First Saturday,
a special d~y for Communion,
Rosary .and Meditation in accord
with Mary's promises at Fatima.

ever held at Xavier got under
way early this week with the appointment by Student Council of
Co-Chairmen to the Homecoming
Game committee and the Homecoming Dance committee.
Jack Cade, junior English major and Paul Kisner, a Political
Science sophomore, were named
by the councilmen to head up the
activities which will be held at
the Xavier-Louisville game, Saturday, Oct. 21.
The dance, to take place on
Friday, Oct. 20, at the Topper,
will be Co-chairmanned by Paul

Alumni Dance Closed
Students are not invited to
attend the Alumni Homecoming Dance and reception to be
held at the Hotel Alms. The
Homecoming Dance of Friday
night, Oct. 20, at the Topper
club is designated as the student Homecoming dance. The
Alumni dance is for Alumni
only. In the past, students who
have attended this dance have
been definitely out of place by
doing so.
Haas, an English major senior,
and Dick Kleinschmidt, junior
Philosophy major.
According to the co-chairmen
of game festivities, the annual
float parade, climaxed by the
presentation of the Queen of
Homecoming, will highlight pregame activities, with the winnng floats returning for awards
durng the half-time ceremonies.
The Alumni Association, according to Bill Bocklage, Alumni
Secretary will award several
(Continued on Page 8)

Student Council meeting,-a motion that all freshmen found not
wearing their beanies on campus
be reported to a student ,rudicial

Council Also
Homecoming Plans.

'Ii'~

Discussed

Board and sentenced to work on
preparations for the Homecoming
Float Parade if found guilty.
Ed Nock, President of Dorm
Council, informed Council Monday's meeting that his group was
sponsoring an excursion to the
Xavier-Miami game this Saturday. He added that they had
dropped tentative plans to sponsor a journey to Dayton for the
Xavier-Dayton contest, Sunday,
Oct. 29, in favor of supporting
the Student Council's sponsorship of a campus migration to
that game. Tom Jacobs and Al
Waddell are co-chairmen of the
Dayton excursion.
Presiding Council President
Jim McGann introduced a motion to send flowers to the funeral of Frank Schnedl, Arts senior, who died suddenly last Saturday morning. The motion was
seconded and passed unanimously.
Jim McGann read Council a
letter from Bob Marquard,
Sodality Prefect calling attention
to the Victory Mass for the
Miami game. All students able to
attend are urged to be present in
Bellarmine Chapel Saturday at
8: 30 a. m.
At the request of Council that
the television in South Hall be
turned on in the afternoon during the World Series, Jim Mc(Cont1"nu d
p
8)
e on age
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Mus1c1an
• • T 0 Q pen A rts er1es
w·1th F.I rst Lectu re Thursday
Well Known Cmnposer
To Appear On Campus.

Stitt,
.Mrs. Margaret McClure
·
widely known lecturer, composer
. h t, will
. b e the first
.
an d p1aywr1g
f . ht
k
t b
t d
?
e1g .speaferfs o e prhelsenl e
m a series o ree. mont. y ectures ~Y the Xav1e: Fme Arts
Committee. Mrs. Shtt's le'cture,
. d 'M .
.
.
entit1e • us1c and its Relation
to Human Welfare," will be
given in the Albers Hall Fine
Arts Room Thursday evening,
October 12, at 8: 15.
Mrs. Stitt's early musical cducation was obtained at the Cincinnati College of Music, and was
supplemented by intense reading
in the field and by a wide acquaintanceship with muslClans
and music specialists. She has
lectured frequently at the University of Cincinnati and at
numerous local clubs. Several
of her one-act and full length
plays were produced by the Terminal Little Theatre group a
few years ago. Mrs. Stitt is the
wife of Dr. Howard L. Stitt,
prominent ear, nose and throat

· ·
speciahst.
Th 1 t
·
t b
ec ure series,
t de th
d Tho de presen e
e secon
urs ay of
e a ch month , 0 co
t b er throug h
May, will offer many names
prominent
t'
1
·in both
· 1 local
D and nawna music c1rc es. r. Herbert
T. Schwartz, professor of Philoh
t x ·
d
· ·
sop Y a
av1er, an a pianist of
exceptional ability, will deliver
the second lecture in the series,
entitled "Technique in Music,"
on Thursday, November 9. Dr.
Schwartz will also attend the
other seven lectures as a listener,
and conclude the series in May
with a seminar on the whole
field.
Frank Inserni, instructor in
Spanish and education, is in
charge of the music section of the
Faculty Fine Arts Committee.
Students assisting Inserni in preparation of the program are
Jeanne Dossman and Mary Zimmer, from the Evening College,
and Herc Ruether, Tom Harris
and Al Moser from the Evanston
campus.
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Out Parasite!

Gentleman Of Xavier?

• • • • • • • •

• By Gray

hen the UC football. scores are announced
he cause of art is being given a considerT
able nudge forward at Xavier these days. W over the PA system at Xavier home
A slow-starting Fine Arts Committee began games there is an inclination on the part of
some Xavier rooters to cheer if UC is on the
trailing or losing end.
·
Whether this unhappy trait is prevalent at
the UC stadium when a Xavier losing score is
annonced is not our immediate concern.
It is of pressing import, however, to arrest
a tendency of these alleged Xavier fans to approach and sometimes cross the line dividing
a healthy rivalry and a fanatic disapproval of
every effort of the crosstown university.
The University of Cincinnati is a large
school. That is a fact. It is evidently intent
upon building an athletic program on a scale
with which Xavier will find it increasingly
· difficult to compete. That is a fact. Adolescent
mutterings will neither alter these facts nor
reflect the honest determination of our teams
to defeat UC as often and as decisively as
possible.
Why Xavier fans should wish ill of a football squad representing the municipality of
Cincinnati against out-of-town and out-ofstate teams is beyond our ken. Xavier has
grown and prospered within the boundaries
of this fine, friendly city; Xavier has ·contributed unrestrainedly to the growth and
·prosperity of Cincinnati. A more compatible
relationship can scarcely be imagined. The
players of ~ach team, the faculties, the school
treasuries and the institutions th.emselves
have profited enormously from this athletic
relationship. Only the various sophomoric
elements of the student bodies have used this
rivalry as a vehicle for loud-mouthed disparagment of the two participating schools.
For Xavier rooters to support Xavier
teams against out-of-staters should be a commendable symptom of civic pride as well as a
demonstration of school spirit. Cheering UC
defeats is at best a negative and lefthanded
participation in a vicarious victory-an activity in which no real man of Xavier ,would
indulge.
··
There is only one game Xavier wants UC
to lose, and, God willing, that defeat will be
engineered by our team members demonstrating that fabulous and legendary "Muskie
spirit" which has always been the hallmark of
the never-disgraced Blue Battalion, but which
seems so scarce of commodity in. the stands
among the undergrads and alumni, who should
know better~
Now is the time for all good undergrads
and alumni to realize and measure up to the
standards of real "men of Xavier."

Wednesday a series of weekly records in the
Albers Hall Fine Arts Room. On Thursday
night of next week, the committee is presenting the first of a series of nine monthly lectures on musical subjects. Margaret McClure
Stitt, the first speaker, is a lecturer of considerable local prominence, and numbers among
other talents composing and playwriting.
The News commends the Fine Arts committe and the administration for sponsoring these
and the administration for sponsoring these
affairs. But it cautions the committee, and by
the same token, the administration, to progress surely. The platitude is reversed advisedly.
The students at Xavier are slow to accept
art and art appreciation. The blame, however,
can hardly rest on them. For many years the
only sort of Fine Arts course that has been
offered at Xavier has been the Appreciation of
Literature-poetry and drama. Music, painting, sculpture, architecture-all are foreign to
the Xavier curriculum. Yet for years the University has conferred the degrees of Bachelor
of Arts and Master of Arts on students who
have never looked at a painting or sculpture
analytically, whose musical interests are confined to Kenton and Kostelantz, and who
probably think that a Corinthian capital is
the home city of an oriental potentate.
The seeds of the garden of art were planted when the President appointed a Faculty
Fine Arts Committee last December. We have
seen the first flower. We can hope for a full
bouquet.

»

Beyond Bread,winning

ast spring Xavier's Student Council apL
parently could find no financial gear but
reverse. Although they managed to get black
ink back in the books before the closing of
classes, still there was a general conviction
around campus that the student representatives could have managed the business department of their doings with greater skill and
success.
This year the anemic account book is being
transformed by a small but vitalizingly steady
diet of green. And with what appears to be
sound planning of social events for the rest of
the school term, council will very probably
continue to strengthen itself from a financial
point of view.
Now that the student councilmen no longer
need to concern themselves exclusively with
breadwinning, however, perhaps they should
make an effort to realize the broader possibilities of their positions. It is too true a complaint that council affects only a portion of the
average student's life-his social activity. Intellectually and spiritually the appreciable resuit of Student Council's work could be in-:creased considerably.
For instance: the intellectual life of the
university might get a needed shot in the arm
if the councilmen would enact legislation pro-

Letters
To The Editor

• Class Officers Should Announce Meetings Well In Advance; Af Moser Named Post Correspondent.

• • • • •

Now that the school year has definitely started, everybody is in the groove and ready to live the life of a University
citizen. Part of said citizen's life should consist of going to
class meetings to participate in his class's activities.
It has been my experienc.e the past three years that class
It should be a matter of policy

for all class meetings, barring extraordinary emergencies, to be
called at least one week in advance. Signs should be up, and
word passed around.
Many students have jobs or
other plans, with the result that
unless they are informed well in
advance of a meeting, they
simply will not be able to set
aside time for attendance.
When a meeting is sprung up-

I

Dear Editor:
I wish to congratulate the
writer of the letter to the editor
which appeared in the first edition of the News. I was at Xavier during the time when the rosary crusade was given its first
impetus, and I may point a finger at those exercises as part of
the reason for my being in the
semina1·y now-We must prepare
ourselves to be spiritual leaders
in the world through the help of
the Blessed Mother of God.
Wishing you success in your
work for the year,
Walter A. SuUivan, '49
St. Mary's Seminary
Baltimore, Md.

viding for graping of teachers and for studentfaculty open forums in which such topics as
the fundamental reason for a Catholic university's existence might be argued out.
- If Council's only purpose were to stage
parties and dances, it would be nothing but a
MERMAID TAVERN
social committee. But as long as it goes by the·
Pollux Session, 1950-51
name of Student Council, its members should
try to present the average student in all Oct. 2: Questant Bighday
9:
Columbus Tavern
phases of his college life.

By Fred Newbill

meetings are very sparsely attended, with the result that action voted upon can hardly be
considered a mirror of class
opinion.
A certain amount· of editorial
space is used in the News each
year to urge large attendance,
and deplore small ditto, and it is
true that indifference is part of
the picture.
However, I believe class officers are at least partly at fault.

.l

16: Pater Noster Row
23: St. Nicholas Shambles
on them one, two or three days Nov. 6: Angels Bighday
in advance, they can hardly be
20: Thanksgiving Tavern
blamed if they do not bend
(All-patron)
Heaven and earth to get there.
·27: Catherine Highday
• • •
·.... nee. 4: Names Day Tavern
Al Moser, our entertainment
11: Banbury Cross
columnist, has been named Xav27(Wed.): Christmas High.
ier corresponden.t to the Cincinday (AU-patron)
nati Post. His first column ap- Jan. 9: Twelfth Night Bighday
peared Wednesday and will ap16: Hilary Bighday
pear twice weekly from now until the end of the. school year.
His "beat" includes Xavier (all
divisions), OLC and Mt. St. Jo.

•••

Now I've seen everythingthree persons in the front seat of
a Crsoley. Al Dickert, Bob White
and Bob Fox were observed
crowded into the front of Fox's
"auto" Monday. They seemed to
be enjoying themselves, while the
car traveled fully three miles
per hour along the driveway by
South Hall.

JCNA Rleases Soon
The Jesuit College Newspaper
Association will begin its series
of bi-weekly news release services at the 27 Jesuit colleges and
universities in the United States
in the very near future, according to Joseph L. Link, Jr., faculty
moderator of the JCNA.

Grad Division
Has 161 Enrolled

One hundred and sixty-one
students in the Graduate Division
began their classes on Sept. 18.
Dr. Raymond F. McCoy, head
of the graduate school, noted that
many of these students were
teachers seeking their masters
degree in education. Fifty-four
were thus engaged, 46 were in
the Master of Arts course and 23
were working for a Master of
Science degree. The remaining
38 are special students who are
not candidates for any degree.

Peek Of Week
Friday, Oct. 6 - ~que Society rehearsal, South Ball
Auditorium, 7:30 p.m.
Sunday, Oct. 8 - Masque Society rehearsal, South Ball
Auditorium, 2:30 p.m.
Monday, Oct. 9 - Family Relation Club meeting", Fine
Arts Room, 7 :30 p.m.
Monday, Oct. 9 - "Xavier Presents" rehearsal, South Ball
Auditorium, 7 p.m.
Tuesday, Oct. 10 - Clef Club
rehearsal, Fine Arts Room,
7:30 p.m.
Wednesday, Oct. 11 - Masque
Society rehearsal, South Ball
Auditorium, 7:30 p.m.

Xavier University News
co,, .- --

Xavier University, October 5, 1950, weekly except during vacation period. Vol.
XXXV No. 4, Xavier University, Hamilton County, Cincinnati, Ohio, Evanston.
$1.50 per year. Entered as second class matter October 4, 1948 at the Post
Office at Cincinnati, Ohio, under the Act of March 3, 1878,
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Xavier Campus Variety Show Philopedians View Archbishop Alter Addresses
Opens 25 TV Weel{s On WCPO Coming ~ear With Marian Day Rally In Fieldhouse
..,.,,;,,,,,,., ...,"""'"'

fWN~n·'' Odd~~~!'!~~.!hem

Don Stevens paints a verbal picture of ·Sis Pohlkamp, OLC
student, in the "Mona Lisa" number in the first Xavier Presents
show over WCPO-TV.
-Photo by Schlanser

"Xavier Presents'', one of three campus variety shows in
the nation, opened a 25 week run Sunday on WCPO-TV. Replete with talent from Xavier and nearby campuses, the one
hour television show was officially opened by the Very Rev.
James F. Maguire, S,J., President of Xaxier.
Appearing as guests on the
initial show here Mrs. ·Gladys
Gollohan, composer of "Our
Lady of Fatima"; Polly Howes
and a staff of five Our Lady of
Cincinnati College· students, the
ROTC Pershing ltifle Drill team
under the direction of. Capt. Edward P. Downing; The Three
Musketeers; Harry and John
Buttleworth, XU and UC drum
majors; Don Stevens and Frank
Sedler, vocalists; Jim Carson,
dancer, Jean . McCarren, Joyce
Kingery and Florida Frazier,
soloists, and sports interviews
with Gerry Keefe, Xavier Ciiptain Jim Liber, Tito Carinci and
alumnus Paul "Chip" Cain.

'

Dixieland Band
Jerry Thole, musical director
for "Xavier Presents," has ~ new
seven piece Dixieland band organized this year and it will be
on hand for all the shows. Prof.
Joseph Link, Jr., faculty director,
will be heard at the organ and
Robert J. Ort _will play the organ
and piano.
Partial plans for next Sunday's
show calls for a return engagement by Jean and J.im Nieman,
tap dancing twins. Ji~ is a student at Xavier and Jean is at
OLC. Fran Quinn, Dayton University football captain, and Leroy Ka-Ne, the Flyers' colorful
Hawaiian halfback, will be
guests on the sports spot.
Stage Crew Appointed
Prof. Link announced that a
staff of 75 students is now operating to produce the show. Lee
Hornback has been appointed
stage manager with a crew of 10
assistants. Hubert Polder, Art
Academy, graduate, has already
completed three sets, part of
his job as special technical director. Tom Tully is master of
ceremonies and Gerry Keefe and
Frank Kurleman are in charge of
the special skits. Gerry and Jim
Keefe are in charge of the sports
spot and the latter is also director - of publicity and public

Archbishop Alter Named
To Lausche's Committee
The' Most Rev. Karl J. Alter,
Cincinnati's n e w 1y installed
archbishop, has been named to
serve on the Ohio Governor's
Committee fort National Employ
the
Physically Handicapped
Week, this week, Oct. 1-7.

-------------relations for the show.
Professional
administration
comes from Ed Weston, program
director of WCPO-TV, who is
the producer of the show with
Jack Taylor and Robert Williams
of WCPO as floor director.
Auditions Monday
Students from any midwestern
campus may apply for positions
on the shows in the future. Auditions are held Monday evenings
in South Hall from 7 to 9 p. m.
and studio rehearsals at WCPOTV on Friday evenings from 6: 30
to 8:30 p. m.
"Xavier Presents", heard an
hour early last Sunday because
of the Reds' game, will on at its
regular time from 12 noon to 1
p. m. Sundays through the football' season. After Dec. 1, it will
be moved to a later time.

Disgust over the national
debate topic, inability to find a
.suitable meeting time and loss of
several adroit speakers has not
prevented the members of the
Poland Philopedian Society from
entering the llOth year of the
organization with no doubt of a
successful season.
The thought of debating "Resolved: that the non-Communist
natiqns of the world form a new
international organization" has
caused the usual early season
griping about how ridiculous and
how poorl~ worded !~e college
debate topics are. Ph1bp Scharper, moderator of the society, reported that, after a few weeks of
research, discussion and repression of the urge to compete, the
various teams, pro and con, will
begin the serious business of
pe1·suading others.
Murphy Absent
Denny Murphy's absence from
the president's chair has caused
pain relieved only by the probability that he will return next
semester. Transfer and graduation have caused the loss of three
ready-witted orators and scholastic schedules portend the loss
of two more.
Duties and activities of both
moderator and members have
hampered acquaintance with the
topic and programing the year's
activities. Scharper is now going
through a maze of schedules tryjng to end the two-and threeman meetings held various times
at divergent locale and find a
time when at least a majority of
veterans can meet and some new
blood· can be injected.

Virgin Mother Honored;
6,000 Persons Attend
"If we sincerely ask Our
Blessed Mother for help, ultimate
victory will be ours," was the
challenge and the promise of His
Excellency, the Most Rev. Karl
J. Alter, Archbishop of Cincinnati, in an address at the Marian
Day rally in the Xavier Fieldhouse Sunday.
Speaking to an overflow crowd
of more than 6,000, Archbishop
Alter compared the present crisis
with the times of the Crusades,
when prayer and penance, the
very requests of our Lady at
Fatima and Lourdes were the
bulwark of the Christians in
their attempts to recover the
Holy Land from the infidels.
Christianity Did Not Fail
Referring to the present world
conditions, he said, "It 'was not
Christianity that failed t h e
world but refusal of the people
to accept spiritual values over
material and to safeguard the
dignity of the individual as a
child of God."
"It was not Christian nations
which pushed forward their
frontiers by force or conquest,
nor was it Christian policy that
has brought misery, hunger and
death to the people of Middle
Europe and the East. Russia has
flooded the world with her evil
propaganda and has begun a
ruthless aggression against both
the spiritual and temporal welfare · of mankind." Archbishop
Alter went on to say that the
conflict between Christian Democracy and Soviet -Communism
today is simply "a decisive struggle between f r e e d o m and
slavery."
Cooperation Needed
"Christian nations have repeatedly indicated their willingness to cooperate on a basis of

individual dignity, life and
liberty, but cooperation is not
a 'one-way street.' For nations of
the Christian tradition cannot
cooperate in deceit, cruelty, robbery and judicial murder against
fellow human beings nor in
blasphemy against God," he
declared.
Alludi,ng again to the factor of
devotion to the Blessed Virgin in
the fate of the world, the Archbishop recalled the great victory
of the Christian world over Mohammedanism at Lepanto in
1571 and Mary's part in the victory. He urged the faithful to
continued recitation of the Rosary as an excellent way of appealing to Mary for aid. At the
conclusion of his talk, Archbishop Alter led the assembled
crowd in the recitation of the
"Memorare" and opened the program of devotions.
3000 Voice Choir
Included in the prayers said to
Our Lady were the Rosary, the
Act of Consecration to the Blesses Virgin, and the Litany of
Loretto. The 3000 voice choir of
elementary, secondary, college
and seminary students sang several selections and the rally was
closed by the Benediction of the
Blessed Sacrament.

Athenaeu1n Contributors
Have Oct. 15 Deadline
William Parsley, editor of the
Xavier Athenaeum, requested
this week that all contributors·to
the magazine submit their articles before Oct. 15. It is necessary
to impose this deadline so that
the first issue will come out in
December, the publishing date
announced last week.

Reasons For Confidence
The continuance of Scharper as
moderator is one of the two big
reasons for the confidence of the
word and file card boys. Ever
since the crepe-soled-Easterner
accepted Victor Dial's offer ' to record, but many coaches and
take over the club in· '49 he has debaters were affected by the
been injecting bounce and debate Philopedians and expressed a
know-how into the boys. They desire to meet Xavier again. The
realize this and know that with biggest impression was made at
his continued guidance Xavier Georgetown, Ky,, when / 'X'
will return to big time debating. placed second in a two day, 36
The second reason for their school contest.
On Oct. 29, the Philopedians,
optimism is the probability of
more debates this year, due to headquarters group of the Cinthe contacts and · impressions cinnati Region Forensic Commade by the different teams en- mission ,will conduct a panel on
Final plans for the bus trip to tered in six tournaments and forensics. There will be a disthe Miami game were formulated several individual contests last cussion of the topic and formualat Monday's meeting of the Cam- season. Over the year, Xavier tion of debate activity for the
pus Committee.
came out with a 50-50 won-lost nine member schools.
Rev. Lester . A. Linz, S. J.,
moderator of 1the organization,
urged all dorm students to get
behind the projects of the Campus Committee. He pointed out
that no profit is being made on
affairs of this nature; in his
words, "It is a service to the
school and the students."
TOPS IN STYLE
Tentative plans for an inMERI'$ A IUIT WITH &.ONG &OW IOfl'
tramural touch football tourna1.APll.I AND OllllC• B""ON "OLL.
ment for the dorm students were
fULL•CUT Ha COMIOAT ANI SMAl'TLY
also announced at the meeting.
TAll.ORID Nil LMTlllG- GOOt l.OOKI I
A committee has been appointed
to arrange things so that comflRICID llr OM&.Y a
!f
petition can start as soon as possible.
.,
TM1a .. ,,.,., ONI a. "'' ..,.,
It was announced that the
PALL SUIT YM.Ull IN AU. CT'll.el A•
Campus Committee treasury was
l'A91•c• NOW •
BEN'S.
solvent to the extent of some
$200. This money will be used
for the benefit of the dorm students.
Tickets for the trip and the
game were distributed to all
council members who were to
sell them to only to dorm men
and their friends. The bus fare
is $1, and the'ticket to the game
costs $2.50. All returns on the
tickets were to have been made
by last Wednesday night.

Campus Committee
Ready For Miami
Game Excursion

l

29

Raincoats
Umbrellas
Rubbers
Galoshes
for men, women
and children.
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XAVIER SPORTS
Cliff Continues Scoring Streak

PAGE FIVE

Cage Card To Be
Completed Soon;
24 Of 25 Booked
The 1950-51 basketball schedule has not yet been completed,
according to Al Stephan, Athletic
Director. Xavier will play 25
games this season. Twenty four
of them have already been
scheduled and the last is expected to be lined up before next
week.
According to Coach Lew Hirt,
this schedule will be the best and
toughest in the history of the
school. The completed schedule
will be released in the next issue of the News.

Xavier To Meet Strong
Miami Outfit Saturday
Improved Redskin Squad Waiting At Oxford
To Avenge Last Year's Loss To Muskteeers
By Frank Sommerlcamp
Xavier's Musketeers, with a firm gxiasp on their three

consecutive triumphs, will stealthily invade the wooded Oxford, Ohio, reservation Saturday afternoon where 62 rugged
Mia~i Redskins lurk seeking revenge.
Coach Woodrow Hayes' Miami squad is molded around
a very adept nucleus-namely, 22 - - - - - - - - - - - - returning lettermen. Of that
groups are two members of XavS IR
GptGIR
ier's all-opponent team of last
year, Junior Johnny Pont, the
nation's top sophomore ground• •
•
gainer in 1949, and Captain Dick
But on the subject of gripes, the football team itself has a legitMiami's 1949 Results
Urich, a six foot, 185 pound end.
imate right to the same. Sandy Desantis, the boss of the cheerMiami 23 Wichita
Along
with Pont and Urich, Er6
leaders, informed us that after the first quarter of the Morehead
Miami 18 Virginia
21 nie Plank was chosen to X's opgame, the Xavier cheering section seemed to suffer from mass larMiami 19 Xavier
27 ponent team, but Miami lost
yngitis. One student told us that he was sitting in the student secMiami 26 Pittsburgh
35 Plank via graduation.
tion and that it was so devoid of cheers that he could actually hear
Miami 34 W. Michigan
20
what the players were saying on the visitor's bench across the field.
7
Pont Leading Baek
Miami 46 W. Reserve
It's backing, or rather lack of backing like this that has eaten the
20 Pont is very likely to give the
Miami 53 Dayton
spirit out of many a great football team and left it a dissapointing
27 Muskies trouble again this year.
l\liami
6 Cincinnati
ghost.
- - In 1949, he carried the ball for
251
163 almost one-third of Miami's seaMorehead's quarterback, Charlie Porter, surprised many of the
Won 5, Lost 4 Mid-American
son total of plays from scrimcrowd at the game Saturday night by playing without any protective
Conferenee Runners-up
mage. Although he was always a
Cliff
Wilke,
xavier
fullback,
off
on
his
fourth
quarter
19
yard
touchdown
jaunt
in
the
Morepadding at all. We were informed that he has never worn any padd*
*
*
marked target, Pont amassed
. ing in eight years of high school and college ball. What is even head game. The touchdown extended his consecutive game scoring streak to 14 contests over two
Miami
Redskins'
1,621 yar~ on rushes, kickoff re-Photo by Berning
more amazing is the fact that he has never had to leave a game years. Xavier won the game, 42-7.
1950 Football Schedule
turns, punt returns and pass reeven for the slightest injury. No pads may increase a quarterback's
Sept. 30
Bowling Green
ceptions. He turned his yardage
maneuverability, true, but if we had to play regularly against the
Oct.
7
Xavier U.
in for a neat 54 points on the
likes of John Martinkovic, Tito C!II'inci and the rest of Murderer's
xOct. H
Western Michigan season.
Row, we'd wear a suit of armor.
Butler U.
With Coach Hayes serving his
Oct. 21
• •
xOct.
2B
Ohio
University
second
season as head football
Important question asked about the personalities congregating
Nov.
4
Wichita
U.
coach
at
MU, the saying there is
around the Xavier bench Saturday, Where was Baron? A home game
Nov.
11
Dayton
U.
"the
year
of transition is over.
is not complete without the complete turnout of Xavier's special
xNov. lB
Western Reserve
It's Woody Hayes' team now."
canine students.
xNov. 25
Cincinnati
And so it may be. This year the
• •
x-Mid-American Conference game Redskins can field a more
End Dick Vricla
Cliff Wilke had many fans worried before tallying his touch- Two Touchdowns In One Minute, Xavier's Final
down in the fourth quarter. Everybody was anxious to see him exafter rece1vmg, and sped down
f~rmidable ground defense. It_ is Bowling Green Falcons last Sattend his consecutive game scoring streak to 14 over two years. It's Period Scoring Spree Feature Night Contest
the sidelines for a 46 yard scorbigger and more sa~y. Offenng urday, 54-6.
wonderful to be able to say you scored in every one of your college
By Jude Hila
ing operation.
a problem for ~avie~ q~arterWhen the starting official
games but with pressure mounting with each game, it might be just
Preceded by reams of publicity, the Morehead College
The biggest factor in the runback Geor~e ~llmartm is the whistle sounds at 2: 30 p. m.
as well if the streak is stopped sometime.
away was Morehead's inability to
S
fact that Miarru was ranked sec- EST, Miami will undoubtedly field
• • • • •
football sq~ad steamed into Cincinnati last Saturday bent on gain on the ground, which made
ond in the nation in pass defense the following combination: Norb ~
The stands went slightly wild Saturday night when Pete Lerario continuing its scoring binge that had netted 104 points in two passing their only hope, and
in '49. The alert Redskin secondWirkowski, who passed for two
lofted that beautiful touchdown pass to Bernie Roeckcrs. Everybody games. Coach Kluska's Musketeers sent them home, however, Coach Kluska had primed his de.
.
ary sometimes intercepted more
The
turnstile
figures
on
.
the
passes
than
it
allowed
the
optouchdowns
against
Bowling
has been looking for the Washington senior to shake the bad luck with a measly seven and buried their upset aspirations under fensive for just such an ocGreen, will be at quarterback
jinx and maybe this is the beginning of sunnier days for Pedro.
a 42 point scoring avalanche that
curence. At that they were sue- home ga~es thus far show signs ponent to complete.
•
with All-Ohio Johny Pont at left
• • • • •
marked Xavier's third straight at halftime. Bob Finnell went in cessful on better than half of of breaking all attendance reMiami Holds Edge
half and Jerry Beckrest at right
While the officiating at John Carroll had Xavier in a dither win in the 1950 season and sixth from one yard away for the first thei~ attempts but three Xavier cords at Xavier. The first game,
a
capacity
crowd
of
14,638
perSaturday's
encounter
will
be
half. Beckrest scored one of
two weeks ago, the whistle-calling Saturday night could be laid in a row over a two year period. one and romped from 12 3".ards interceptions stymied their efsons were on hand for the Quan- the tenth meeting of the two Miami's touchdowns. in - '49
open to criticism by Morehead. The referee who counted the penal.
out on the second. Keefe rmssed fectiveness.
tico-Xa¥ier tilt, the largest institutions, Miami holding the against · Xavier by romping 87
ties off against the visitors was always getting his lines mixed up
Ten thousand fans ~ame to after the first touchdown be- St f ti
so that he would dole out 19 yards instead of the intended 15. Every- watch the expe~ted sconng duel cause of a fumbled pass from
a 15 cs:
xu
crowd in the history of the school edge with five victories against yards. Against B. G. he tallied
MSC
one seemed to see it but the other officials. Also, Morehead was once and after one ~nut~ of play they center but he was true with his First Downs
20
ever to witness· an opening game. Xavier's two truimphs with a three TD's, one on 80 yards, an11
§:
fined 15 yards for defensive holding when the penalty is only five. began wondermg if the sc~re- second attempt.
~:~:: :::.~~
i:
Away from home, at Jthn pair of games ending in ties. In- other 68 yards and the last from
286
1:
ll'l'
On-·the sour side, the Xavier players reported that the More- board _would be able to register
Finnell Romps Freely
~::::: ~!:!:.~:::
Carroll
University, the attend- cidentally, the initial meeting of the one yard marker. Two hun16
head team was far from the cleanest ever faced. One Muskie said all pomts, as each team racked
.
.
1nterceplioa1 by
s
1
ance figures showed 8,200 peo- Xavier arid Miami was back in dred pound Joe Galat will tote
· k seven m.
· the f"11"6t 58
Throughout
the
Finnell
N ... of Pual1
4
6
that when the Eagles fourtd they could not score through the Xavier up a qwc
.
ild period
H
t nly Ave.
Yard• of P•au
:7.3
13.3 ple passing through the gates. 1902 when the two teams fought the. pigskin from the fullback
.
. h Ii 1
. 1
.
sec nds
was running w . e no o
FambIH
3
2
This small figure was due main- to a nothing to nothing tie.
slot.
defense, they decided to get even wit a . tt e extthra curncukar trrux- .; . • hit f. t aft
ing scored twice but on each of his own Fambtea Ree.
i
0
65
ing. The resul.t was many 15 yard penalties for e Kentuc y earn
av1er
irs
er mov
.
tte t h
h k 1
Penalties :~··:• ~o~ > ;:
ly
to
local
high
school
contests
Last
year
the
Muskies
rallied
Redskin Forward Wall
0
and a long hospital list for Xavier. John Bacci, junior tackle from the kickoff to the 38 yard line. ~~g a dmp s He ~ ~l d 0 ~~: Penalties •• • • •
played
throughout
the
city
that
in
the
final
half
to
clinch
a
27-19
Maintaining
the front line will
Chicago, says more men were injured against Morehead than in the George Gilmartin connected with or ig y~r age. _e 0 a e
same night.
win. That, incidentally, was the be Capt Dick Urich (185) and
Kentucky opener two years ago, the previous high.
Hugh O'Brien on the initial at- yards du~mg the first half.
Outlook Good
first game of the past season in Albert Maccioli (186) on the
·
·
f or a 62 . The
Some Morehead linemen
were reported to have had fib er b. oards tempt f. rom scrimmage
h third quarter. saw
d ba lapse
th
Last
Saturday
evening
at
the
which
Jimmy Lib!!r attempted to flanks. John Edwards (215) and
tapped to their forearms and were making mincemeat of the faces yard curtain raiser. Gerry Keefe m t e scoring para e ut
e
Orga~ation Morehead game 10 743 people participate with a cast on his Ed Schembechler (197) will setof the Xavier players. Very sporting! One player said he could see converted.
M~ket~ers more .than ma~e up
were on hand. ' Fr;m advance mending left arm. However, the tie in the tackle berths with Bill
nothing wrong with it and that he had used this bludgeon all during
E les Score
for it with a 20 point bulge m the
ticket sales the rest of the home game officials said no.
G11Dlock (l90) and t>ale Poland
t,he Marshall game the week before.
ag
fourth.
Discussion between Intramural
games
look
very
prosperous.
This
will
be
the
host
team's
I
(208) at the guard posts. Bob El0
•
•
•
•
Morehead's Charlie Porter and
Just when it looked as if Cliff Boss Ned Wulk and Campus
As for advance tickets to the second conflict of the 1950 sea- ; lison will probably be over the
When George Gilmartin attempted to pass .from his own end Len Layne then teamed on the Wilke's scoring streak was in Committee representatives Jim
zone early in the game Saturday, it marked a diStinct takeoff from Eagles first try from scrimmage jeopardy the Hamilton wonder- Bulger and Don Phillips were rest of the games, both at home son. The 'Skins romped over the ·ball
the c<lnsevrative signal-calling of the past few years. Thrilling and outdid the Xavier duo by man broke through the right side held this week. Last week, the and away, there are plenty-extricks like this are the specialty of great quarterbacks such as Bob working a 66 yard pass play that and roared 19 yards in a payoff campus organization took inven- cept for the UC contest. A word
Williams and Johnny Lujack of Notre Dame who know they have also went for a touchdown. blast. He has now scored in 14 tory throughout the dormitories here should be given about
ten good men working with them. Apparently George thinks the Wing's conversion tied it up.
consecutive games over a two- regarding the captains and mem- tickets for that game. There are
same thing and acts accordingly.
The game settled down after year period; Keefe's conversion bers of the teams 'who wish to no tickets anywhere to be had.
According to Al Stephans, this
. Xa .
tr• ; to•O~ d Ohio Saturda to meet this. splurge and a blocked made it 29-7.
compete in the IM sport activiyear
has been the earliest sellout
. ;:a:.e of
Conference
pro- Morehead punt, that rolled out
Scores Twice
ties. The captains were. appointed
.
of
tickets
for the contest in the
hibitin Ua
school from playing in the hometown of another of t';le
was
o':'1y
Berrue Roeckers made the next
each dorm: Their
history of the school. Last Tuesmembe~ school, all the Xavier-Miami games must be played in the ?ther scormg. m the penod, g1v- two TDs, one on a two yard 1s to act as orga~izers responsible day
marked the closing of the
beautiful but small Redskin stadium. University of Cincinnati and mg th~ Muskies a 9-7 advantage. spurt and the other on a well for the assemblmg of the teams
..., __ ,
both
be
f the MAC So as the inbetween of a deXavier added two more scores executed flat pass from Pete in their respective halls for the sales.
.......... are
mem rso
·
· th
d
t tol d22 7 Le ·
·
·
XU-UC Tickets Alotted
plorable situation, Xavier must play all its games against Miami in m e secon quar er
ea
rano on which he reversed various sports.
Lest there be some sneering at
the Redskin's hunting grounds, thus depriving many Musketeer
•
the Athletic office, here is how
fans of the chanc.e to see the game every other 3'.ear
their
the tickets that were to be had
teams play down here as they should. The last time Xavier and
'
were ushered out. Xavier, beMiami played in Xavier stadium was in 1947 when an underdog
sides the student activity books,
Xavier eleven tied the Sun-Bowl bo11Dd Redskins, 6-6, for the only
0
ll
was issued 3,500 ducats out of
blemish on an otherwise clean slate.
B J
Th l
y erry
oe
League Hiih School Champion- the 28,000 seats in the stadium.
TEAM STATISTICS (3 GAMES)
Not only have football and basship for nine years straight.
They were issued in turn to the
Xavier ketball brought national recogOpponents
1950, his first year at Xav- following: Season bookholders
First· Downs .................................................................. 45
31
ier, was probably his best year. received 1200 tickets, stadium
nition, here to Xavier, but a felNet Yards Rushing .................................................... 517
175
With the team he entered the boxholders were issued 600 ticklow
by
the
name
of
James
M.
Passes Attempted ..........................................:............. 37
64
Ohio Intercollegiate Golf Tour- ets, the Alumni Association rePasses Completed ...................................................... 19 Grady has brought it in the form
26
ney and they placed second. They ceived 1250 tickets, the adminisPercentage Passes Completed ................................ 51.3 of golfing. Jim is a sophomore
40.6
won eight and lost four last year. tration of the university received
Net Yards Passing ...................................................... 379 striving for a Bachelor of Science
456
Jim then entered the Cincinnati 200 tickets and the Athletic DePasses Intercepted by ..................................................
8 in Business Administration de3
Junior Chamber of Commerce partment and the team together
Punting Average .......................................................... 33.9 gree. His first year here, he re27.1
Tournament and finished first. were allowed 250 tickets, SteFumbles ..........................................................................
9 ceived a varsity letter besides
5
This qualified him for the State phens announced.
Own Fumbles Recovered ..........................................
2
0
being low man on the golf squad.
J. c. Tournament in which he "Xavier is not the home team
Yards Lost on Penalties ............................................ 95
135
He
has
qualified
in
a
total
of
placed second. The tournament and cannot say anything about
Rushing Average (Yds/Try) ....................................
3.2
1.6
board'. then sent Jim and the the amount of tickets received.
Total Offense Average (Yds/Try) ........................
4.6 24 city, state, and national tour3.6
naments. Jim began his golfing
winner, with all expenses paid, We get 3500 tickets, no more, no
1950 RESULTS
career while still in grade school.
to Ames, Iowa to compete in the less, and that is all that can be
Opp.
XU At Purcell High from which he
Jim Grady
National J. C. Golf Tourney.
done about it," Al stated. So unQuantico
Marines
.......................................................
.
13
less
one already has a passbook,
~:
graduated
in
1949,
he
received
the
National
Caddie
Tournament
In
the
second
round
the
Ohio
John (':arroll ..............................................,................ .
19
a
ticket,
or a city official badge,
three
varsity
letters
and
was
capat
Columbus
and
was
seeded
State
winner
was
eliminated
and
Morehead State ........................................................... . 42
7
prepare to spend Nov. 18 at home
tain
his
last
year.
In
1947
he
tenth.
He
lost
his
first
match
but
that
left
it
up
to
Jim
to
finish
INDIVIDUAL SCORING
next to the radio.
Conversions Total competed in four tourneys, the was a runner-up in the consola- the tourney. He went on to ob.
Hamilton
County
High
School
tion
match.
tain
fifth
place
in
the
nation
out
F~~~==i~=~=~~~
Att.
Comp.
Player
TDs
Pomts Tournament, the Cincinnati Jun.
of the original 1500. starters. He
'l'he Drue Store cJasest to
0
0
Cliff Wilke, fb .................................... 4
~!
ior
Golf
Tournament,
in
which
he
B
t
Six
:ore
~et:i
f
was
finally
beaten
in
the
quarter
Xavier tJDl•enltJ
0
0
Bob Finnell, hb ................................ 4
reached the quarter finals, the
e ween 15 ~a uation r?m finals.
0
0
Hugh O'Brien, e ................................ 2
12 . .
.
.
Purcell and prior to entermg
The .A.be Baumring
12 Cmcinnab Caddie Tournament X .
h
k t b
b
Takes Goll Seriously
Pharmnl"V
0
0
Bernie Roeckers, hb ........................ 2
where he was one of the semi- a~ier, . e was ep usy Y en-J
Gerry Keefe, pk ................................ 0
12
8
8 f" ali t
d this qualifi d h"
termg SIX more tournaments. In After he came back home he
EVANSTON
0
0
Bill Rankin, fb •................................... 1
6 f:
N:ional Caddie ; 0 urr:: the Hamilton County . High wasn't satisfied with
0
0
Jack Gearding, t ................................ 1
6 ment which was held at Ohio School _Tournament, Jim led had, so he entered the Cmcmna~1 :lllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll!!
0
0
.Jim Liber, hb .................................... 1
Only the most expert hand-felting can
6 St t u ·
·t
thi t
Purcell mto a runner-up posi- Amateur Tournament, the Tn- !:
!:
3
0
Team ...................................................... 0
0 a e ruvers1 y. 1n
s ourna- f
In th c· .
t· J .
St t G lf T
d . t t o ment he placed among the first ion.
e
mcmna i uruor
a e o
o~~ey, an JUS V:
give you the exclusive, style-preserving
(Carinci)
·SAFETY
2 25
Golf Tournament, held at Crest weeks ago he flDlshed the Harrul- !:
NEW
:
15
15
8
Xavier
Custom Edge that distinguishes this mel100 •
Hills Country Club, he was a ton, Butler, and Campbell Coun- !
!
6
6
3
Opponents
39
Busy Golfer
quarter finalist. He then entered ties Golf Tournament. In all of
ENGLAND
low-soft, quietly smart Knox snap-brim.
PASSING LEADER
InterThe spring of his junior year the State Junior Golf Tourney at these he placed among the first !
:
Att. Comp.
%
Yards cepted
Corne in, choose from our new colors, and
saw him in five more tourna- Dayton and finished twelfth out five.
:5
HAT
!
18
56.2
333
George Gilmartin, qb 32
2
ments. He entered the Hamilton of the 200 entries.
All in all Jim takes his golf :5
iE
be custom-fitted.
RUSHING LEADERS
County High School Tournament
In the Cincinnati Junior pretty seriously. He is only 19
MANUFACTURING
Att.
Yards
Average and was tied for the runner-up Chamber of Commerce Tourna- years of age, and was born in 5
Player
Other Knox Hats ........... ......... 8.50 to 20.00
55
46 '
249
5.6
Bob Finnell, hb
position. He then entered the mentatSharonWoods,hefinish- Indianapolis, Indiana. From
COMPANY
4.0
38
153
.Jim Liber, hb
Tri-State High School Touma- ed first out of a group of 70. This there he moved to Charlotte, N. 5
!:
45
179
3.9
Cliff Wilke, fb
ment in which Purcell placed win qualified him for the State C. an din 1936 he moved to CinMabley's Men's Hats-Second Floor
PUNTING LEADER
fourth. After that came the Cin- J. C. Golf Tourney. He placed cinnati. He now resides in Pleas- :
E S hS
•
Att.
Yards
Average cinnati Caddie Tournament in among the first 12 in Ohio. He ant Ridge. He has four sisters and ~ 11 8 ast ixt
treet §
Player
542
Bernie Roeckers, hb 16
33.9
which he was medalist. Then then traveled to Washington, D. no brothers. He has no hobbies
Cincinnati, Ohio
§
PASS RECEIVING LEADERS
came the Cincinnati Open Ama- C and reached the quarter finals outside of golf. He plans to ·conCONRAD FOCHT, Sr.,
~
Yards
teur Tournament in which he in the National Junior Tourna- tinue playing the sport but never
Rec'd.
TDs
Player
171
qualified among the first ten. As ment before he was eliminated. as a professional. Jim has had no i_
_
_
2
8
Proprietor
--Hugh O'Brien, e
69
a clima~ to that year, he entered Purcell has won the Catholic professional training.
0
SmlllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllS .__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _,,
5
Frank Miloslan, e
Xavier's Musketeers, playing their own peculiarly fascinating
brand of football, threaten to set a new scoring record this year. In
winning their first three games with confident offensive spurts, they
have scored at least four touchdowns in each contest. The last Xavier teain to srore at least four touchdowns in each of the first three
games was the 1934 squad, which scored 41, 32 and 30 points against
Transylvania, Kenyon and Findlay. That crew won six, lost two and
tied one. If this year's aggregation can surpass that record, and from
the way they've been scoring freely it looks like they will, Muskie
fans will have no room for gripes.
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Muskie Club Crushes High-Scoring
Morehead Eleven, 42-7; Kentuckians
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,. contemporary
scientific
• Grad T reals Philosoph y inthought.
XaVIer
In answer to the con~
.
fused thinking of some physicists
And Physics In New Textbook Physics
toda~, smith indicates· that the
of the moderns, men like

By Howard Schapker
A book written by a Xavier graduate is always worthy of
a cursory glance by present day Xavier students, at least. The
.
.
·
appearance of a work which considers so momentous a prob·
lem as the relationship between physics and philosophy, and
which is written by a Xavier graduate, is an event of no small
By .4l Moser

importance. The book in question
is "Philosphical Physics." The trine,-in other words the layXavier graduate is Vincent man,-Smith restates the basic
Smith.
principles necessary for underThe Philosophy Department of, standing the balance of the
1
Xavier University has introduced book. For men in the fields of
his opus as a textbook for the Mathematics and Physics, there
Evening Division course, "The is presented a critical analysis of
Philosophy of Nature."
motion, energy, .their relation"Philosophical
Physics"
is ships and formulations.
written for a dual audience. For
A notable feature of the work
those who have had but a smat- is the honest attempt to clarify
tering of modern Physics doc- the meaning of some terms used

I

A few weeks ago there was mention in this column of
free movies at the Art Museum. The schedule has been released, and the first movie is Tuesday night. "Pygmalion" by
George Bernard Shaw is the initial offering. This picture,
made about ten years ago, stars the late Leslie Howard, who

, I

was one of the great Hamlets,
and who also played the part of
Ashley in "Gone With the Wind;"
and Wendy Hiller, who in the
opening scenes is one of the funniest cockneys you've ever heard.
I've seen "Pygmalion" done
several times on the stage, but
this is the funniest production
I've ever seen,
It's the story of a speech
technician who picks a cockney girl up practically out of the
gutter and makes a lady of her,
then wonders what to do with
her. Being a lady, she can't strike
out on her own, and having had
a taste of fine living, she won't
go back to the gutter.
The A1:t Museum is in Eden
Park and you can get there by
taking a Zoo-Eden Park bus,
Route 49, either downtown at
Government Square or at Peebles Corner. The show starts at 8
o'clock, but you'd be wise to. get
there behveen 7: 15 and 7: 30
when they're showing a good
one. Next week is "The Invisible

Man" with Claude Rains.

* * •

Th e
entertainment season
starts off with something of a
bang next week. Hockey commences at the Cincinnati Garden
Sunday night. Next Saturday
night, musicians ·of opposing
views will congregate in opposite
ends of town to hear great people perform music to satisfy each
group. In Music Hall, the Cincinnati
Symphony
Orchestra
gives its first Saturday night
concert with Gregor Piatigorsky
as cello soloist. The program will
consist of Bach's grand Toccata,
Adagio and Fugue in C major,
Strauss's "Don Quixote," and the
melodic Seventh Symphony of
Beeth9'ven. Don't forget you can
get tickets at a 58% discount by
simply going to the box office at
Wurlitzer's music store, 141 E.
4th St. sometime this week and
showing them your activity
book. They'll sell you. one or two
3.60 tickets for 1.50 each.

Einstein and Planck, has usurped
the legitimate . functions of
Phyb~1'cs bas. thge sccience oef t"l~alhisor
mo i e em . onsequ n .,
definitions are ,.eal definitions
based on observation of the real'.
Throughout the treatise, Smith
subscribes to Jacques Maritain's ideas on experimental
Physics and the logical approach
to it.
Smith, immediately after his
gi:aduation from . Roger Bacon
High School in 1936, enrolled at
Xavier University, Upon the
completion of his undergraduate
work, he journeyed to Switzerland where he received his doctorate. Back in the United States
Smith did atomic research.

1

•.

Ca1npus Interviews on Cig&rette Tests
Number 2••• THE BLOW FISH

... .

.\

...

At the same time the Symphony is ·concertizing, there will be
music of another sort at Taft Theater. Norman Granz brings his Jazz
at the Philharmonic crew back to Cincinnati, this time with a few
additions. Probably the most interesting of these is the young Canadian pianist, Oscar Peterson, who is supposed to be capable of some
pretty wonderful improvisations. The other Philharmonic regulars
will be on hand too, including Ella Fitzgerald, Flip Phillips, Coleman Hawkins, and other big names in jazz.

• • • • •

To get back to the longhairs
for a minute, the Artist Series
begins Monday night, October 16.
Ljuba Welitch, who set the country on its ear as Salome, will be
the first artist. Some of you saw
her last year at the May Festival
and you know that besides a
phenomenal voice she has that
stage presence and manner that
only the Continental Europeans
seem to possess.

back for a week November 13,
and the perennial "Oklahoma"
will be back again Thanksgiving
week. One of these days they'll
make a movie out of the latter, so
if you want to se~ it on the stage
this is probably as good a chance
as any. "Mr. Roberts" will be
back in January, and there's a
pretty good chance of seeing
Jean Arthur and Boris Karloff
in "Peter ·Pan," the current rage
of Broadway, sometime after the
first of the year. All of these
are worth seeing, but if you'd
like to see a show or two and
you're limited financially, I'd
suggest maybe "Brigadoon" and
"Peter Pan." As I see it, these
are the best of the ones that are
either booked or just prospects.

The theatre season opens two
weeks from tonight with the
musical "Lost in the Stars,"
which will play a three-day run
at Taft. This stars Tod Duncan,
who was probably the greatest
Porgy of "Porgy and Bess" history. Following "Lost in the
Stars" will be "Kiss Me Kate,"
which for a long time played second fiddle only to "South PaciThe X.U. football squad confic" on Broadway. My favorite sists of 11 seniors, 18 juniors and
musical "Brigadoon" will be 13 sophomores.

""Shucks-:-! blew in when I should've blown out!"

Rty the poor Piscis! He's been making all those
trick cigarette tests you've been reading about! He's taken one put'( of this
brand - one sniff of that. A quick inhale of cigarette "A" - a fast exhale

of cigarette "B" - ancl he's still confused! Seriously, isn't the sensible way to
test a cigarette to smoke pack after pack, day after day?

For

That's tl\e test Camel asks you to make -

GOOD TASTE

the 30-Day Mildness Test. Smoke Camels - and

GOOD HEALTH

only Camels - regularly for 30 days. Your "T-Zone"

( T for Throat and T for Taste)- is the real proving.
ground for any cigarette. After you've tried Camels ·

as your rcg.ubr smo!..;e, you'll know why •••

ICE CREAM and MILK

~&tWt

An Independent Since lUZ

filore People S~oke Camels
-~,.. rrff:f

cny other clgareHel
\
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Pershing Rifles;
XOMM To March
On Holy Name Day

Registr~tion

Opens For New
Short Courses Offered At EC
Registration is now being held at the Evening College for

all

~hort Courses, the first of which will begin next Friday

evening at 7:30 p.m. Each course will run from 7:30 until 9:15,
continue for eight weeks, and carry a fee of $8 for the eight
week sessi~n. The following courses are being offered:
Sl-2 Understanding the Ballet. - - - - - - - - - - - - An introduction to the principles of the ballet and the
techniques and devices employed in this art form.
Miss Harriet Smith
Registra~ion
Monday 7:30-9:15
Final tabulation of registraOct. 16--Dec. 4
tions at the Evening College for
the first semester 1950-51 show
S2-l Law for the Layman.
Informal discussions of simple that 1140 students have signed up
legal problems affecting busi- for courses, a drop of 70 from
ness and private affairs in sales, iast year's first semester registrawills, domestic relations, con- tion. This is approximately a 6%
. veyances, mortgages, taxes and drop in registrations from last
debtor-creditor relations. The year's total.
use of forms. Legal services.
Other evening colleges in the
Retention of counsel.
Mid-west area also report subsJack Williams
tantial drops in registration,
Monday 7:30-9:15
most of which is traced to the
Oct. 16--Dec. 4
draft. Three hundred and ninety
55-1 Philosophy and the Drama. one of the students in the EveA discussion and comparison of ning College are veterans. There
the philosophies of life in the are 180 men and 230 women at
dramas of Sophocles, Shake- the Evening College for the first
speare and in the modern time.
dramas as exemplified in Tennessee Williams and Arthur
Miller.
Philip Scharper
Thursday 7:30-9:15
Final arrangements have be;n
Oct. 19-Dec. 14
made for the initial meeting and
S6-1 Refresher in Mathematics. organization of the First Year
A review of high school math- Club to be held Thursday eveematics.
ning.
John McAnaw
Paul O'Connell and his comFriday 7:30-9:15
mittee have an interesting eveOct. 13-Dec. 15
ning planned for all those at56-5 Interior Decorating.
tending.
An ·informal discussion of such
Anyone attending his first
questions as: What types of year at XUEC is eligible to bedesign harmonize? What are come a member and can apply
the correct and incorrect meth- either at the office or by attendods for proper placement of ing the meeting.
furniture, pictures, drapes and
objets d'art? What designs are
best fitted for city apartment?-country homes?
Clifford Dannenfelser
The social season at XUEC was
Tuesday 7:30-9:15
formally
initiated Friday evening
Oct. 17-Dec. 5
Sept. 29 with an informal party
56-9 Freudian Psychoanalysis and dance in the school audiand Christian Philosophy.
torium. Frank Stallo, chairman of
A reformulation of the theory the affair, announced that it was
of Freudian psychoanalysis in
a huge success.
the light of the perennial truths
Over 100 students and friends
of natural reason and of Faith.
attended and danced to the best
This course aims to assimilate
the discoveries and techniques of music available on record.
of psychoanalysis to Catholic
philosophy.
Mrs. Herbert T. Schwartz
Wednesday 7:30-9:15
Oct. 17-Dec. 5
Watch for something new in
the Night Side of the News. According to Joe Sanker, acting
editor, the staff is now being organized and will be announced in
Friday night, October 20, the the near future.
It is planned to include a reguBooster Club will hold its annual induction and initiation of lar column, interviews and fea-·
tures plus regular news coverage.
new members.
At the present time Walt BehThere are still several openings
ler with his committee have been on the staff and anyone interestcontacting prospective members ed can get further information in
and for all reports this year's the office.
class will be one of the largest in
the history of the Boosters.
S "f
I In November
. i tia
. t'ion w1·11 b e .., oIIowed em1 orma
The in
on Sunday, Oct. 22, with Mass at
A semi-formal for all XUEC
Elet Hall Chapel at 9: 30 a. m., on students has been scheduled for
the Evanston Campus. Breakfast Saturday, Nov. lL
in the Student Union and a genThe Victory Room of the Kemeral meeting and Formal Induc- per Lane Hotel has been obtained
tion at 11 a m., immediately fol- and arrangements are being
lowed by a social for the. mem"". ~a~e to obtain one of the. leadbera, will round out that d•~·
in1xlocal . orchntru.

Evening College
Reports 6% Drop
In

First Year Club
To Meet Thursclav

Informal Affair
Launches Season

Something New
For Night Side

Boosters' Initiation
Date To Be Oct. 20

The Pershing Rifles and the
Xavier Order of Military Merit
will participate in the Holy
Name Parade Sunday, Col.
George I. ~olsinger, PMS&T, announced this week.
Th e R1'fle Cl u b , un d er t h e
moderation of Major Robert
Frey, will soon organize for the
b
.
.
e
Season . Mem b ersh 1p w1 11
open to all ROTC students. The
Varsity Rifle Team will be picked from among the Rifle Club
members. The team members
will receive letters as acknowledgement of the any skill they
show in postal matches with UK,
Ohio State, Dayton and Kent
State. They will have shoulder
to shoulder matches with UC.
The Pershing Rifle men, who
will have their own rifle team,
will participate in shoulder to
shoulder matches with the above
mentioned
schools.
T hese
matches will be held in Dayton
in May. The organization is
headed by Capt. Walter F.
Tucker.
The XOMM is making plans
for the Military Ball which will
be held sometime in November.

Senior Chem Major
Dies Suclclenly Sat.
Of Ear Infection

"One For All" Spirit Found At
'XU' B
p I . S d
, Y a est1ne tu ent
By Ptml Srvccricy
"One for all and all for one seems to be the true spirit
of Xavier," exclaimed dark-haired Habeeb Khayat, the new
student from Palestine. "For the kind Fathers and students
have certainly done everything to make me feel at home " he
'
commented.
about Xavier-such as where you
Ha~eeb Albert. Khayat, an could P<\,1-'k and where smoking
Am.encan of ~rabian des?ent and was allowed."
native of Haifa, Palestine, arBetween 1946 and 1950, Habeeb
was enrolled in three different
high-schools due to the civil
strife in Palestine. "But I am
sure," he noted confidently,
"that problems facing the new
democracy in Israel will be settled shortly."
Realizing his responsibility as
the eldest son to assist his father
in his business, he has taken up
the pre-legal course that he may
have a fegal background when he
returns to Haifa.
A resident of Marian Hall, Habeeb is looking forward to the
Miami University game Saturday
afternoon. Although he has seen
-Photo by Berning American football, the Englishtype football (in whfoh you can't
Habeeb Khayat
touch the ball with your hands)
rived recently in Cincinnati to is usually played in Palestine.
begin his studies after a 19-hour
Even though Habeeb speaks
flight from the Middle-East to Eriglish, French and Hebrew
fluently, he is taking courses in
America.
When questioned h o w he English and French literature.
chanced upon selecting Xavier - - - - - - - - - - - - - University, half-way around the
globe, he shrugged his shoulders
RENT A TYPEWRITER
and replied that his cousin had
Student rate, 3 months $10
attended college in Ohio. "My
eldest cousin wrote me of the
fine universities which were in
Ohio, and so I decided upon Xavier because of the humanistic
value of a Jesuit training. You
know," Habeeb remarked, "at the
U. S. Consulate's office in Haifa
I could find detailed information

A requiem high mass was held
last Tuesday at St. Mary's ·church,
Hyde Park for Frank Schnedl, 21,
son of Dr. and Mrs. B. A. Schnedl
of 2819 Ziegel avenue.
Schnedl, a s~nior chemistry
major, and member of the Alchemysts Club is survived besides by his parents, by two
brothep, Robert A., a recent
alumnus, and Donald R. and one
sister, Mrs. Mary Jane S c h r o e d e r . - - - - - - - - - - - - - · Schnedl died Saturday at Good
Haircutting That Satisfies
Samaritan hospital as the result
Osborne's Barber Shop
of a severe· ear infection. Burial
1'126 Brewster Ave.
was held at St. Joseph's old cemEvanston
etery.
(Just west of Montgomery Rd.)

All miakes NEW PORTABLES Roylll,
Underwond, Coronn, Rernlngton 1ancl reconditioned STANDARD nuaehlneN for
•nle, Price .-all.i.O up.

Apply First Period Rental on Purchase.

PETER PAUL SERVICE

Alchemysts Begin
Year's Operations
Under the guidance of Dr.
John F. Nobis, the Alchemysts
Club has commenced operations
for the year with a meeting Monday. President John Moore announced that the first Monday of
each month has been determined
as meeting day. As one of its first
activities the organization plans
to sponsor a float for the ceremonies at t h e ,Homecoming
Game, Oct. 21. During the course
of the year, the club hopes to
have business men representing
various fields of chemistry as
guest speakers at their meetings.
As yet, no date has been set aside
for the club's annual Initiation
Banquet.
The organization, beginning its
third year of activities, is open to

PA 0865

808 Main Street

A.top Cincinnatra
Historic Music Hall

Where The Nation'• Top Hands _.Play Each 8aturda7 And Sun4117 Evenl•I

Sat. & Sun. Eves.
Oct. 7, 8

BARNEY RAPP

And His
Orchestra

RESERVAT I 0 N S --- C H 3 0 8 6

pre-med)'~~~~~(§~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
.-; m m m m
m m m m
- - - - r= r= r::..r::..r::..r::..r=r=r:.

chemstry who
majors
students
have and
completed. 12
hours of chemistry.

R
E
•
osary xerc1ses
Well Attended
Rosary devotions are being
held in room 5 of XUEC each
evening Monday through Friday
at 6:20 p. m.
Attendance has been very
good and an increasing number
of students are expected to attend these devotions.
During the month of October
the Rosary will be offered in
honor of the Lady of Fatima for
World Peace.
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The tremendous value of milk as a natural
energy restoring food makes it an essential
/

in every student's diet.

J. H. FIELMAN DAIRY CO.
2519 Vine Street

AV. 6480
\
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during the election. Candidates
Lul'-en's Placement Bureau Has Committeemen Set from
will be drawn from applicants FRC To Discuss
the Evening Division.
Jobs F~r Many Sizes, Tastes To Solve Details mittee
Thus far, members of the com- Collegian View
Cade and Kisner
By Brian Shanahan ·
Of Homecoming include:asisting
Pete Wilton and Alfred
If you are four and a half feet tall, or six feet tall (or
'(Continued from Page 1)
Hamm, both juniors, Co-chair- Of Family Life

both), Frank Luken, head of the job placement bureau, can
find you a job .. Are you planning to graduate in January? Will
I
h
you want a job? In that case, "Start early! The ear ier t e
start, the better the chances of success," Luken advises.
The procedure of getting a job
is simple and effective. Merely
register with the Employment
Bureau in Hinkle Hall. There
seems to be enough jobs to go
around, but if applicants wait,
Luken said, the probable jam
will hurt their chances of getting a position and likewise impair the efficency of the bureau,

Janca Re-elected
Clevelancl Prexy
Bob Janca, liberal arts junior,
was re-elected president of the
Cleveland Club in a recent election.
Hank Shea, arts sophomore,
takes over as vice-president of
the club, a spot which was held
by Gene Kawana last year.
Senior Bob Marquard, Sodality
prefect, was re-elected secretary.
Jim McGrath, arts freshman, was
chosen to fill the treasurer post

trophies to the best floats this
year. The committee has also
promised many colorful and
unique stadium decorations for
the affair.
All organizations wishing to
whch will have had unfilled jobs
enter
floats in the float parade
lying around.
Part-time jobs now available should submit a brief plan to Irinclude those of typists, truck vin Beumer in the Veterans ofdrivers, proof readers, cost ac- fice for approval. This will cut
down on duplications of floats by
countants and car parkers.
various clubs. Student Council
and the Alumni Association are
sponsoring the parade, allowing
$25 expense money per noat.
(Continued from Page 1)
Further rules and regulations
Gann volunteered to see Fathel" concerning the parade can be
O'Connor to request permission. found posted around the campus.
Dates cleared included an onAlong with the announcement
campus Hallowe'en Dance, Fri- of festivities, the committee reday evening, Nov. 3, and the minds all that this year's HomeMilitary Ball to be held this year coming Queen will be elected by
on Friday, Nov. 17, at the Gibson the entire student body at a genRoof Garden.
eral election to be held next
A reply was expected at any- Wednesday and Thursday. A
time from the Student Welfare brochure of the candidates for
Board replying to Council's re- queenship,
including
t h eir
quest that they be permitted to photographs and a brief parasponsor informal dances on cam- graph of general information,
pus after certain high school Iwill be displayed prominently on
night games at Xavier Stadium. campus for two days before and

Council Harsh On
Beanie Question

men, Stadium decorations; Jim
Sassen, sophomore, Chairman,
Queen's float construction, and
Frank
Sommerkamp,
junior,
Chairman, Signs and Specialities
committee. Members of these
subcommittees have not as yet
been appointed. Anyone interested in serving in any capacity on
the Homecoming game committee should contact either of the
Co-chairmen at Tw. 2168, Cochairman Cade said.

IRC May Affiliate
With Similar Clubs
Xavier's International Relations Club is considering affiliating with other similar clubs in
the Cincinnati college area, Lynn
Farmer, president, announced
after Monday's meeting.
The club, moderated,, by William M. Canning, instructor in
history and political science,
held its first meeting Monday, at
which three members were present. New members are welcome,
Farmer stated.

Xavier will be host to the first
meeting of their Cincinnati Catholic Colleges' Family Relations
Club at 7: 30 p. m. Monday in the
Fine Arts Room, Albers Hall.
Members from Mt. St. Joseph
College, Our Lady of Cincinnati
College and Villa Madonna College will join with students from
the Evanston and Downtown
campuses for the meeting
The topic of discussion will be
"The Collegian Looks at the
Family."
Reports will be made on committee activities for the year; on
the Xavier Family Life Conference which the club is helping to sponsor Oct. 13, 14 and 15,
and on the club's annual picnic
held Sunday (Oct. 1) at Clariola,
club grounds near Alexandria,
Ky., which was attended by more
than 200 students of the four
colleges.
All Xavier students are eligibfo
for membership in the club, officials have emphasized. Members do not have to be married
or engaged.

